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service should provide extra attributes for all group members We want to support adding extra attributes

for all members in a group. For example, we want to let every group member set his/her "hobbies"
attribute. Currently we only support adding members for a group, and this is fine. But we think it's a bad

idea to force a group member to keep this attribute, since this attribute will be useless once a user is
removed from a group. I've reviewed the Scim reference and tried to implement the suggested method in
the reference, but it doesn't seem to work. For example, I've added the following document to scim-group-

search.xml: After calling scim-group-search.xml, I found I could not query documents with this attribute.
Though the documentation says this attribute should be supported, and the reference says to query with

this attribute, I am running into an error. Any hints will be highly appreciated. A: Currently we only
support adding members for a group, and this is fine. But we think it's a bad idea to force a group

member to keep this attribute, since this attribute will be useless once a user is removed from a group.
Well, you are a bit inconsistent in your terminology. For the members document, you are only saying that
you support adding members. You don't state that you support removing them. So, users can be removed

from groups even if there are no members. However, these users cannot add any members after being
removed. Therefore, the persistence for the membership attribute will be different for
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if(scan.write(scan)) { position++;
} else { // position should be -1 if
scan.write() failed position = -1; }
} return position; } /** * Reads a
byte from the scanner, returning

an int * @param scanner the
scanner to read from * @return
an int of the next byte */ private
static int readByte(Scanner scan)

{ return scan.read(); } /** *
Reads 4 bytes from the scanner,
return as a long, based on the
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current * endianness. * @param
scan the scanner to read from *

@return a long of the data */
private static long

readLong(Scanner scan) { return
((long) readByte(scan)) | (((long)
readByte(scan)) b.length-len) {

return false; } for(int i=0; i
6d1f23a050
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